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Figure 1. Overview of our unsupervised factorisation of a dataset of synthetic samples’ feature maps: the parts (non-negative) and appearance factors are learnt in the spatial and channel

modes respectively; combinations of which are combined with the outer product and sample-specific coefficients.

Overview

Wepropose an unsupervised factorisation of a

dataset of pretrained generator’s intermediate

feature maps. This provides an intuitive sepa-

ration into representations of an image’s parts

and appearances. The learnt semantic factors

allow for:

Local image editing: precise pixel-level

control not facilitated by the SOTA.

Context-aware object removal: a single

appearance factor removes objects in a

scene.

Concept localization: the appearance

factors localize semantic concepts in the

image, such as the sky, skin, or background.

Method

Let Zi ∈ RC×S be sample i’s feature maps with
theirC-dimensional channel fibers stacked along
the columns:

We write each sample’s feature maps as its

own combination of shared appearance and non-

negative parts factors A ∈ RC×RC and P ∈
RS×RS respectively:
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The global factor matrices are learnt by formu-

lating and solving the following constrained op-

timisation problem:

min
A,P
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P>||2F s.t. P ≥ 0.

Refinement: if desired, one can subsequently

optimise for sample-specific parts factors P̃i for

particular images/datasets lacking alignment.

Local image editing

To locally modify an image i at region k with the
jth appearance with desired magnitude α ∈ R,
we compute the forward pass from layer l on-
wards in the generator with G[l:]

(
Zi + αajpk

>).

Unlike the SOTA [4, 5, 3], the proposed method

requires neither manually defined ROIs, nor se-

mantic masks, and is orders of magnitude faster

to train.

Context-aware object removal

We find the decomposition frequently learns an

appearance factor ab that controls a high-level

‘background’ concept in all 5 generator architec-
tures studied.

Using ab (learnt for a particular generator and

dataset) one can remove objects from an image

by simply updating the feature maps with αabp>
k

as above.

Ablations

Concept localization

The columns ofAA>Zi = Zi ∈ RC×S contain

the activations at each of the S spatial
positions in sample i’s feature maps.

A>Zi ∈ RRC×S, viewed as a change of basis

(when RC = C), tells us ‘how much’ each of
the appearance factors is present at the S
spatial positions. This interpretation readily

localizes the learnt concepts in the images:

Quantitative results

Quantifying local image editing precision: the

norm of the difference between the edited and

original images outside the ROI, divided by the

same quantity inside the ROI:

Table 1. ROIR (↓) of for 10k FFHQ samples per local edit.

Eyes Nose Open mouth Smile

GANSpace [1] 2.80±1.22 4.89±2.11 3.25±1.33 2.44±0.89
SeFa [2] 5.01±1.90 6.89±3.04 3.45±1.12 5.04±2.22
StyleSpace [3] 1.26±0.70 1.70±0.82 1.24±0.44 2.06±1.62
LowRankGAN [4] 1.78±0.59 5.07±2.06 1.82±0.60 2.31±0.76
ReSeFa [5] 2.21±0.85 2.92±1.29 1.69±0.65 1.87±0.75
Ours 1.04±0.33 1.17±0.44 1.04±0.39 1.05±0.38
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